Eagle Loc 900

™

Eagle Loc 900 is JM Eagle’s internal joint restraint for potable water distribution, as well
as sanitary sewer force mains. Gripping the joint from the inside of the pipe, Eagle Loc 900
eliminates the need for external joint restraints and connects with an unmatched hold.

Better Engineered than Traditional Restraints
Eagle Loc 900
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Internal Joint Restraint System

Reduces labor up to 30 times
Requires no tools, rods,
clamps, bolts or splines
Installs with a snap
Allows for less digging and
smaller-diameter steel casings

You Haven’t Seen
Strength Until You’ve
Seen Eagle Loc 900™

Doesn’t interfere with existing
infrastructure or future digs
Prevents corrosion

Horizontal
Directional Drilling

Strong Enough for all
your applications

Eagle Loc 900 drives
costs down!

Open Trench
Less digging to accommodate external
restraints and less time in the hole due to
snap-together technology result in faster
and less expensive installations.

The superior strength of Eagle Loc 900
makes it the perfect choice for trenchless
applications. Strong enough to withstand pullback, even over
longer pull distances, Eagle Loc 900 :
™

Strong enough
to lift this
54,000-pound
bulldozer!

™

Horizontal Directional Drilling

 an go in high water tables and acidic soils.
C
Fits in hard-to-reach areas where utility lines are present.
Minimizes labor-intensive open-cut digging and trenching.
Eliminates the need to pre-fuse the entire length of pipe.

Meets AWWA C900, ASTM D1784 and
UNI-B-13 Million Cycle Test.

Call your JM Eagle
representative today!

800.621.4404
(Dial “2” for Sales)

Building essentials
for a better tomorrow

www.JMEagle.com

Requires no special fusing equipment.
Perfect for hard-to-reach spots, high-traffic
areas and wet soils, the fastest and
least-labor-intensive installation method!
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Road Bore
Decreases the profile of traditional external
restraints, allowing for smaller steel casing
and smaller footprint in the right of way, as
well as easier pull-out.
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